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Abstract. The short-distance behavior of products of fields is studied in the Thirring
model of a self-interacting, massless, spinor field in two dimensions. One is able to construct
normal products which share most of the convenient properties of the free-field Wick
products. A modified form of Wilson's expansion formula is verified. The original formula-
tion of Wilson's hypothesis is seen to hold to every finite order in the coupling constant, but
fails in the exact solution of the model for sufficiently strong coupling.

I. Introduction

In relativistic quantum field theory, quantities of physical interest
(e.g. currents, Lagrangian densities) are often defined formally in terms
of products of field operators at a single point. It is thus of considerable
importance to obtain greater mathematical respectability for such objects.
In particular, one would like to formulate precisely the transition from
the product,

Λ ( 1 >(J4< 2 >()Λ<">(J (1.1)

defined as an n-fold operator-valued distribution, to a local, covariant
operator-valued distribution in a single variable (normal product),

NlAa)A{2K..A(n)-](x). (1.2)

A systematic framework for studying the singularity structure of
products of field operators has been proposed by Wilson [4], who claims
that every product of the type (1.1) should have, for sufficiently small
xt — x, an expansion of the form

xv...,xtt) (1.3)
k

where the /i(fe)(x1?x2, ...,xM) are complex-valued, possibly singular
functions, the χ(fc)(x) are local, covariant fields, and r(x 1,x 2,. . . xM)
vanishes for xt = x, all i. The χ(k)(x) all may be interpreted as normal
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266 J. H. Lowenstein:

products ("generalized Wick products") of the basic fields of the theory
and their derivatives. Moreover, the dominant singularities of the
hik)(xl9 x2,..., xn) are assumed to be essentially independent of the mass
parameters of the theory, so that their short-distance behavior may be
determined by dimensional arguments alone. Wilson [4] and Brandt [5]
have verified the above hypothesis in specific cases of renormalized
Lagrangian perturbation theory. In the examples treated the coefficient
functions /z(fc)(^u *2> > χ

n) have a natural interpretation as renormaliza-
tion counter terms.

It is not known to what extent Wilson's expansion is generally valid.
Moreover, it may in fact be possible to obtain a more concise description
of the short-distance behavior of quantum fields. For example, in the
case of the free scalar field a more economical formalism is available,
namely, the well known Wick-product expansion [1]:

A(xί)A(x2)...A(xn)

X <0\A{xsM(xs2) .A(xSms)\0>:A(xτί)...A(xTnτ): ( L 4 )

5
SuT={l,2,'...,n}

SnT = 0

To arrive at Wilson's expansion for this product, one makes a Taylor
expansion of the Wick products about the point x. To what extent the
Wick products can be generalized, to what we shall call normal products,
in less trivial field theories is far from clear.

It is the purpose of the present article to investigate the short-distance
behavior of products of fields in a particular soluble model, the Thirring
model [2] of a massless spinor field in a space-time of two dimensions,
in order to test the applicability of Wilson's conjecture in a non-per-
turbative context, as well as to explore the possibility of a normal-
product expansion in this case. We shall discover that Wilson's hypo-
thesis is valid to every order in perturbation theory, but fails for the exact
solution of the model for sufficiently large coupling constants. However,
modifying the hypothesis slightly, we shall be able to obtain formulas
for the current (in Section IV) and for the equation of motion (in Section V)
which are strictly analogous to those derived by Wilson and Brandt in
renormalized perturbation theory.

II. The Thirring Model

The self-interacting, massless, spinor field in a space-time of two
dimensions (Thirring model) [2] has been formulated in a mathematically
satisfactory way by Klaiber [3] (see the bibliography of [3] for references
to prior work). We now give an outline of Klaiber's construction.
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a) Definition of the Free, Massless, Spinor Field

idίldHpί)e>" + b(ί)e-ι>*]uitf), p° = Ip1!. i = l,2

)} = ^ p 1 - q1),

The field ψ satisfies

W l t h

= 0, {ψ(x\ ψ(y)} = ~S{x-y),

-ΐ ί)

Definition of the Conserved Current and Pseudocurrent

jμ(χ)=>ψ(χ)yμψ(χ)'>

jμ(χ) = :ψ(*) yμy
5ψ(χ) = W ' M ' ε = _ ί 0

Conserved charge and pseudocharge in the free theory may then be

defined as r Λ 1 / \ /̂  r

Cy> Current Potentials with Infrared Cut-offs

1 ΛP
Γ ( x ) = 1/17^ T ^ c ( f c l ) (e"ikJC ~θ{κ ~ k°})' k°= |fe1''
r { x ) = i / k f i ^ " ε ( f c l ) φί) {e~ίkx ~θ(κ ~fc0))' ε ( / c ' } = W Γ

^ b ( p l + f c l ) ~ ^ ^ α (
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Here κ is an arbitrary positive cut-off parameter with dimension of
energy. One verifies

jμ(x) = -j- dμ(j~ (x) + ; + (x)) =
|/π

jμ{x) = —7= dμ(j-{x) +j+ (x)) = —7= dj(x).
| /π |/π

d) Commutation Relations

D" W> J+(y)] = D" (χ),/+ (y)] = -y β;«

, y) = D± (x - y) - Δ ± (x) +

+
τ

The analogous expressions for D*κ{x, y), D*(x, y), D±(ξ), ^(x) are

, , , , e dp1 . r dp1 » dp1 , ,. .
obtained by replacing J — Q - by J — — = J — 5 - ε ψ ) in the above

formulas.

e) Definition of the Interacting Field

φ{x) = eiχ+(x)ψ(x)eiχ'M (2.1)
where

χ±(x) = oy* (x) + )Sy57r± (x) + (]/π - α) [ « β J ± (x) + / I β i * (x)]
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The parameters α and β may be fixed by specifying the coupling constant,
g = ]/π(α — β\ and requiring that φ transform as a spin-^ field with the
usual anticommutation relations for spacelike separations (this implies
oίβ — αj/π — β]/π = 0). The field thus defined is an operator-valued
distribution, with domain βfφ generated by acting on the vacuum state
with polynomials in φ and φ\ Inhomogeneous Lorentz invariance,
locality, positivity of the energy spectrum and uniqueness of the vacuum
can be verified, φ satisfies the equation of motion,

~ rdμφ(x) = gtUt (*) ΦW + ΦM J» (*)]
1 (2.2)

r • -k Wχ+ε) Φ(χ)+Φ(χ) M* -ε)]

where

μ\ / μ \X) ' μ \X) •• / ^μ\r \ / ~"~ \X)) ' /<Λ ^ λ

J±(x)=;±(x)-αzl±(x)ρ-iβI±Wρ.

III. Characterization of Normal Products

By a normal product of spinor fields Ψ and if1" we shall understand
an object NlΨixJ ... ΨixJΨ^iy^ ... ̂ ( y j ] with the following prop-
erties.

A. NlΨ(xl)...Ψ(xJΨ1[(yl)...ψϊ(yj] is an (m-f-rc)-fold operator-
valued tempered distribution which has the same covariant trans-
formation properties with respect to the Poincare group as

B. For any test function fe^{Rk\ k = dimension of space-time,

is an operator-valued function of the st which is infinitely differentiable
in some neighborhood of the origin (εf = 0 for all i).

C. The quantities JV[Ψ(x)... Ψ(x)Ψ*{x)... ψi(xf]

are local, covariant fields, and are local with respect to Ψ and Ψ*.
D. The normal product of any permutation of the factors

Ψ(x±)9 Ψ(x2l..., ΨHyn) is equal to NiΨ(xx)... ϊ^ίyj] multiplied by the
sign of the permutation.
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E. The short-distance behavior of the product

may be expressed by an expansion in terms of normal products of the
basic fields and their derivatives.

The above list of requirements is insufficiently precise to provide a
rigorous definition of normal products; rather it is a set of heuristic
criteria generalizing some of the well known properties of the Wick
products of free fields. In particular, in formulating item (E), we have in
mind the reciprocal free-field formulas,

ψ(xί). .ψ(xJιpt(y1)...ιpHyn)

= Σ(-i)δs<o\ψ(χsi)... ψ(χSms)ψHysi)... v ^ ί W l o ) (3.1)
s

• :ψ(χτx)...

S={xsl,...,xSms;ysl,. .,ysms}> SKJT = X = {xu ...,xm;yx, ...,yn},

T= {xτl9 ...9xTmτ;yτl9 ...,yTnτ}9 SnT = 0.

In each case, the sum includes S = 0 and S = X, and (— l)δs is the sign
of the relative permutation of the sfSinor factors.

Eq. (3.1) gives a complete description of the short-distance behavior
of products of free fields. By expanding the

:ψ{χτi)... ψ(χTmτ)ψHyτι) ••• ^ f (yr« T )-

in Taylor series about xτi = yTj = X (only a finite number of terms are
needed, so that no assumption about analyticity, only the infinite
differentiability of (B), is used), we arrive at Wilson's expansion (1.3). As
a simple example, consider (in two dimensions)

ψ(x) vKxi) ψHx2) = ψ(x) ψ(x + βi) ψHx + ε2)
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It is just this sort of analysis which we hope to achieve by defining normal
products of Thirring model fields in Sections IV and V.

It is improbable that normal products satisfying all of the criteria
(A)-(E) will exist for arbitrary field theories. In particular items (B)-(E)
may have to be modified to exclude lightlike εf and εt — εj9 and item (D)
may have to be rejected entirely. We shall see that in the case of the
Thirring model it is not necessary to weaken the requirements.

IV. Normal Product of Two Fields

Before immersing ourselves in the complexities of the most general
products of Thirring model fields, it will be instructive to examine in
detail the short-distance behavior of the twofold product φ(x1)φHx2)>
The aim of the present section will be to discover an object Λ/I^ q) φHx2)]
which satisfies the conditions (A)-(E) of Section III. Our standards of
mathematical rigor will be essentially those adopted by Klaiber in the
construction of the model [3]: we shall be working within the framework
of a specific Hubert space, the Fock space of the free spinor field in two
dimensions, and we shall give close attention to the distributional
character of the fields and their matrix elements.

a) Heuristic Derivation of the Normal Product

From the definitions of φ and φ* and the commutation relations of
Section II, Part D, we may write

Φ*Mi) Φl2(x2)

where

There are two obvious sources of singularities of φixj φ*(x2) in ε?2 a s

% 22^0: the factor a+byiA

4 π (4.2)

2 i 2 > μ ,

a = a2 — 2αj/π, 5 ί—1 αf = 1

b = β2-2β)ftc, 7i l + l α, = 2,

and the vacuum expectation value of ψ(xl)ψ1[(x2):

<0|φ(Xi)φt(x2)|0>=Λ f^^- ^
2πι εί? •
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By removing these singularities in a suitable manner we hope to construct
an object Nlφix^) φ1f(x2ϊ] which has the same covariance properties as
φiXi) φHx2\

 a*id which approaches a covariant field in the limit ε12-»0,
with the limiting field independent of the space-time direction of ε1 2. A
first guess might be

a + bγiγl

Nalφ{xι)φ\x2)-] = {-μ2εl2 + iηεΊ2)
 4 π φ(Xl) φ\x2)

-<0\ψ(Xl)ψHx2)\0)
or, possibly,

a + ί»yiy|

φ{x1)φ\x2) (4.5)4π

Actually, neither Na nor Nb has the correct properties, although both
prescriptions succeed in removing the singularities (4.2) and (4.3). Ex-
pression (4.5) can be eliminated from consideration immediately, since
the second term is not covariant: the quantity χ±(x1) — χ±(x2) does not
transform as a scalar, due to the presence of terms proportional to
A±(xi) and A±(xi). Although iVβ[0(xi) φHxJ] does not suffer from this
difficulty, it is easy to see that it does not approach a unique limit for
vanishing εί and ε2:

:ψ(x) ψHx): ei{χΓ(x)~χ^x))

yaχ(x) (4'6)

ε { 2

The second term in (4.6) contains contributions proportional to

12

which, apart from being singular on the light cone, do not approach
direction-independent limits for ε1 2->0 (ε\2 > 0 or ε^2 <0).

It turns out that the correct regularization procedure is the following.
Writing

± ( ) ± ( ) ± ( )

we define
a + bγίγ2

Hx2ϊ] = (-μ2e2

12 + iηε0

12)
 4 π
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Then

NlΦixi) ΦHx2)] = eiiχ+ixύ-χ+iX2)) xp(Xl) ψHx2): e**'<**-*-<*&
+ (eW(*i>-a<χ a))_l)^<*^

The singularities (4.2) and (4.3) have clearly been removed, and for
vanishing εf we obtain the(limit

(x) = limle

β12£12 0 3 Q( \ i(K+(xi)-K+(x2))pi(K-(Xl)-K-(x2))\
~Γ 9_ p2 V ^v w W£r e >

zπε12 )

To simplify this expression we use

(4.9)

to obtain

and hence

(x) =

where χχ{x) is independent of ε̂  but remains a function of yf. Thus
^CΦUi) 0*0*2)] approaches a limiting field which does not depend on
the space-time direction of εf. To see that it is also translation and
Lorentz invariant, we need only to verify, for any element (α, A) of the
Poincare group, and for y[ = γ2,

(α, A) (X±(x1) K ( x 2 ) ) L/(α, A)

a) ( ' '

and hence, from Eq. (4.7),

U(a,A)Nlφ(x1)φHx2)-]U(a,AΓί

+ a) φ\Ax2 + aj]
where

sinhχ\/co

\sinhχ coshχ/
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But Eq. (4.11) is easily derived from

j-|0> = 0 = J-|0>

lJ-(x\φ(y)-]

= [(α-Ϋπ +(y)) + (β-\fa +(y))] φ(y),

2π

The local commutation relations for N[φφ^ follow trivially from those
of φ, φ\ Jμ and Jμ9 using (4.7). It is also straightforward to verify

a + bγίγl
] = (-μ2ε2

ί2 - iηs°ί2)
 4 π φHx2) φfa) (4.12)

To complete our heuristic discussion of the suitability of
ixJ φ^(x2)] as a normal product, we must show that, at least

formally, it is infinitely differentiable in the vicinity of the origin. But this
is easily seen from Eq. (4.8). Thus, we define

Nίdμφ(Xl)φHx2)] =

i) ψ+ (x2)

(4.13)

which approaches the local, covariant limit (independent of direction),

.eUx+M-χ*(χ)) ••dμxpψ1: (x) + id^ (x) :ψψh. (x

2π + T *)+T'
(4.14)
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By differentiating further Eq. (4.8), we may define derivatives of arbitrary
order:

3(m)0(*i) din)φ(x2)

...dxv

2

n

As our notation indicates, the derivatives of N[φ(xx) φjf(x2j] provide
a natural means of defining a normal-product regularization of

dMφixJ d{n)φHx2)

dxv

2

ι ...dxv

2

n

b) Mathematical Status of the Normal Product

We now make more precise some of the rather formal manipulations
of Part A by means of the following lemmas:

Lemma 1. The objects

and

Nί{dμi ... d^(x +

given formally by Eqs. (4.8) and (4.15) for arbitrary fixed two-vectors εί

and ε2, define operator-valued tempered distributions in the variable x,
with the common dense domain 3)φ.

Lemma 2. Expressions (4.7) and (4.8) are equivalent definitions of

Lemma 3, For all two-vectors εx and ε2, and for all Ψ e <3φy feSf(R2%
(jf(x)Nlφ(x'j-81) φί(x + ε2j]d2x)Ψ is infinitely differentiable in ef in the
strong topology.

Proof of Lemma 1. At the very outset we are confronted with the
following difficulty: assuming that Nlφix^) φHxiϊi ίs a n operator-
valued distribution in xx and x2, how do we give precise meaning to the
expression \f{x)N\_φ(x + &1)φ^{x + ε2)]d2xΊ Here we shall follow
Klaiber's example and plunge ahead, hoping that the explicit calculation
of matrix elements will indicate the sense of the products of distributions
involved.

To verify Lemma 1, we choose an arbitrary state Ψ e @}φ (we recall
that S>φ consists of all states formed by applying a polynomial in φ and
φϊ on the vacuum state), as well as arbitrary two-vectors εt and ε2 and
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test function fe^{R°). We wish to show that

[f d2xf(x)eίiχ+{x+εi)-χ+{x+ε2)) :ψ(x + fil) ψHx + ε2):
. ei(χ-(x + βi)-χ-(x + e2))-

and

.βi(X+(Λ; + εi)-X+(x + ε2)) gi(K" (x + βiJ-Xίx + βz))"! ip

have finite norms. We consider typical contributions to the squares of
the norms:

h(el9 ε2, ei, ε'2) = f rf2x d2y d2mu d2mvf(x)f(y) g(uu ..., ι ι j Afa,..., i J

• ( O l φ K ) . . . φ(uJeί(χ+iX2)-χ+ixι)) :ψ(x2)ψ^{x1):eί(χ~(X2)-χ~iXi))

4 ( β i , β 2 , ε i , β ' 2 ) = f d x x d 2 y d 2 m u d 2 n υ M f ( y ) g ( i h , . , u j h ( v l 9 . . . v j '
• <0\φ{u ) φ(μj(eiWχ2)-Ω(xί))_^ei{κ+(x2)-κ+(xi))ei{κ-{x2)-κ-\χί))

.^<*+ϋω-*+(y2>V<*-(yi)-*-<y2^

where

Defining

d±(x, y) = exp {[{a + ftyjy,5) D±(x - j;)} ,

dί(x, y) = exp {-i[(αlΛτ + β]fiιγ5

xγ*) D± (x,

y)

y,5) Δ ±

d3(x, y) = exp {- j j/£(α + j8y^) (J (x) + ŷ  i(x))} ,

d ί (x, y) = exp {i[(oc(α -]/^) + β(β - ]/i)y5

xy
5

y) Dj (x, y)

we have
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and

d [X>y) dΐ(y,x)

so that

Yl
J<i

G(u9v9x9y2)

ψ(uj :ψ(y1)ψ1(y2): v^fa)... v'fo
,υ,y,x2)

V(«J ^ W ^ W Ψ+Ui) - ψHvJ\O> (4.18)

F(u,v,x2) L(u,v,x,yi) U

ψHvΰ ... V^OIO) ^
M(u,v,x1)M(u,v,y2)

M{u9 v, x2) M(u, v9 yx) N(x9 y2)

(u, v, x, yx) _ \ ( K(u, v, x, yj

K(μ9v9y9x±) )\K(u9υ9x9y2)

f d2x d2y d2mu d2mvf{x)f(y)9{u1,...,um) h(υlt..., vj

(Ul)... φ(uj <p(Vl)... ΦHvj\oy

<oiv(yi)v (ya)io> ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ . ^ Π a ^ υ i ϋ i y ^ ( 4 1 9 )

d3(xuu}) Λfr-f d3(y2,υd

d3(x2,«t)

" i M, υ, x, y,) = F(u, v, yk) j l
a
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K(u, v,y, xk) = Π 1 ( / 2 ' ^ dΓM, Xk) dtiPi, xk),

M(u, v, xk) =

The reader will be able to verify that our placing all φ(Ui) to the left
of all φ*(Vj) entails no essential loss of generality. We must verify that the
quantities

dr d^ ST

(4.20)

εi=εi

£2= 2

are finite. To illustrate the procedure, we consider / 1(ε 1,ε 2;ε 1, ε2). The
first term of expression (4.18) is obviously nonsingular. We write the
second term as

E(εl9ε12)φ\ψ(-ε12)ψH0)\0y (4.21)

where £ ( ε l 9 ε 1 2 ) is an infinitely differentiable function of its arguments
which vanishes for γ*t = γ*2 = -1, ε?2 + ε}2 = 0 and for γ^ = y5

X2 = 1,
8^2-ε\ 2 = 0. Since

we use the mean value theorem on E(ε l 5 ε 1 2 ) with respect to ε
for y5 = -1, with respect to ε?2 — el 2 for y5 = 1) to show that (4.21) is
nonsingular on the light cone (ε?2 = — ε j 2 or ε?2 = εi2). The third and
fourth terms of I^l9 82;sί9 e2), as well as other expressions of the form
(4.20), may be handled similarly.

Proof (sketch) of Lemma 2. Lemma 2 is verified by direct calculation

of <Φ\Nίφ(Xl) ΦHX2ΏIΨ} for Φ, Ψe®φ.
Proof (sketch) of Lemma 3. It is clear from Lemma 1 that

On+1 = {Nlφ(xί + δt) φHx2 + ̂ 2)]-Taylor series

to order n about the points xl9x2}
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is a well defined operator-valued tempered distribution. The fact that
||OΠ + 1 Ψ\\9 for arbitrary Ψ e Sfφ9 is of order n -f1 may be verified by direct
calculation.

c) Definition of the Current and Pseudocurrent

One of the principal motivations for the study of normal products
is that it permits the definition of various physical quantities as regularized
products of basic fields. In the case of the Thirring model, we may define
the current and pseudocurrent by

(4.22)

It is easily verified that Jμ and Jμ defined in this way are identical with the
current and pseudocurrent defined by (2.3) and

d) Partial Verification of Wilson's Hypothesis

It is clear from Eq. (4.7) that an expansion (1.3) oϊφ{x1) φ^(x2) satis-
fying all of Wilson's requirements is not possible, thanks to the presence
of the dimensionless factor

a + bγϊγi

(-μ2ε2

12 + iηε°12)
 4 π , (4.23)

which can be made arbitrarily singular by choosing the coupling constant
sufficiently large. The object which has a Wilson-type expansion in the
Thirring model is not φ{x^) φHx2\ but rather

a + bγϊγl

Thus, from (4.7) and (4.22),

2πiε\2 [ [lyt ε\2

εj2εl2 (4.24)

19 Commun. math. Phys., Vol. 16
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This equation is to be understood in the following sense: ε1 2 = εξ for
some fixed two-vector ξ not on the light cone, so that O(ε) is of order ε
for small ε, and εjf2/εi2 has a 1/ε singularity.

To obtain a short-distance expansion of φ{xχ) φf(x2) itself, one can

expand N [ φ ( χ i ) ^ t ^ ) ] a n d enκ+iχi)-κUχ2»enκ-iX1)-κ-M)

in Eq. (4.7) in Taylor series. It will be noted, however, that this expansion,
for g sufficiently large, will involve many more terms than Wilson's hypo-
thesis would allow. Moreover, it is not immediately apparent how one
can reformulate the expressions involving K+ and K~ in terms of the
basic fields. We shall return to this question in Section V.

It is interesting to note that in perturbation theory, to any order in
the coupling constant, the Wilson hypothesis is indeed satisfied, since
the factor (4.23) would be of the form

I2 i — ϊΨ

which is equivalent to unity in Wilson's scheme. The appearance of
increasing powers of logarithms as one goes to higher orders is, as Wilson
is careful to point out, characteristic also of the renormalized Gell Mann-
Low expansion of Lagrangian perturbation theory. Since in that case
one does not attribute a meaning (except formally) to the sum of the
infinite perturbation series, it is natural to neglect the presence of the
logarithms. However, the above results for the Thirring model (always
bearing in mind the special features of the model) indicate that the neglect
of logarithms (on which Wilson's dimensional arguments rest) is perhaps
one of the finite-order perturbative results which one should not try to
carry over to general quantum field theory.

We conclude this section with a simple application of equation (4.24).
Referring to (4.22), we may now express the current Jμ as the following
limits:

= lim lφ^^yγ^(2)(μ^2 η 1 2 ) ^ ) ,
V " " ' (4-25)

For the particular choice of an equal-time limit, cv

μ is diagonal with

CO — n J
 cί —
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V. Normal Product of an Arbitrary Number of Fields

a) Definition of the Normal Product

In this section the subtraction procedure of Section IV, Part A, (we
shall assume the validity of the semi-formal approach of that subsection)
will be generalized in order to define the normal product of an arbitrary
number of φ's and φ^'s. In addition we shall obtain a formula for ex-
panding ordinary products in terms of objects slightly more general
than the normal products. This expansion is the analogue in the Thirring
model of the Wick-product expansion of free-field products, and may be
used to carry out a modified form of Wilson's short-distance analysis.
As an application we shall show that the equation of motion may be
reformulated as a linear relation among normal products.

We consider the product of mφ's and nφps:

Φ(χ1)...φ(χm)ΦHyi)-ΦHyn) (5.1)
An n \

where

m

f{X) = Π l-μ2ixt

4π

•Πl

Here and in the following we shall restrict ourselves to products with
all the φ*(y) to the right of all the φ{x). To evaluate products with the
ψ's and φps in some other order, one has only to permute the factors
accordingly in the product of free fields, and make the appropriate
changes in f(X) - φ^{y) standing to the right of φ(x) contributes a factor
Qxp{i(a + bγlγy)D~(x-y)}, φ(x) standing to the right of φ*(y) con-
tributes exp{i(α + bγly*) D~{y - x)} to f(X).

It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (5.1), dividing out the factors

expz
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and making a Wick-product expansion of the free-field product:

e V-

[

=f(X)e\i

where iS and Γ have the same meaning as in (3.2), and

g(X) = expi\f (Q(X) + σ(X)y5

Xι)-

The commutation relations

eίaQ = eίa(Q+1)ψ(x),

have been used to arrive at the last line of (5.2).
We are now in a position to define the normal product

proceeding in analogy with the definition (4.7) of N[φ(x) φ*(y)~]:

Φ(xTl) ->Φ(Xτmτ)
ns ms

i Σ K-(xsi)- Σ K-(ySj)

where S, T and (— l)^s have the same meaning as in (3.2).
To show that N[φ{x1)...φ{xn})φt(y1)...φ*(yJ] is nonsingular in

εi = xi — x, εm+j = yj — x as εfe->0, and in fact approaches a limit in-
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dependent of the choice of the εfe, we use Eq. (5.2) to write

Nlφ(xί)...φ(xm)φHyί)...φHyn)-]

IP k=i (5.4)

) - ΣΩ(yQr)\

where the summation is over all sets of pairs

P = {(*pi> yPi), ( ^ P 2 ? ypil •••> (xpmp p

and β is the set of all xi9 yj not included in P. Moreover

ΛnR mR \

AF= X (-l)"*-" «e V i /
RCP
mp

— ΓT ( β ί ( f l ( j c p < ) " β ( y p i W — l )
i

As we have seen in the case of the twofold product, the quantity

approaches a direction-independent limit when xPi — yPi-*0. Hence,
when all Si tend to zero, N[φ(xι)...φ(xn) φHyt...φHyJ] a l s o approaches
a limit, namely

m n

= e 4 * * w Σ (- ί ) δ p + m p c P {x)d Q (x) :Π ΨαQi Π Vί o ; W [

where

κ±{x) = (m- n)α^(x) + β(t γ5

Xi - f

CpW = Π T - (/lΌCfe SμΔ(x) («β

Σ

The meaning of the summation over P is the same as in Eq. (5.4).
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It should be noted that, due to Fermi statistics, N[{φ)m(φ1[)n'] (x)
vanishes for m>2 or n>2. However, N[φ(x1)...φ(xn) φHyx)...</>HyJ]
does not vanish identically for those values, and the derivatives of suf-
ficiently high order will approach nontrivial limiting fields. In all cases
locality and covariance follow by the same arguments presented in the
case of the twofold normal product, and requirement (D) of Section III
is readily verified.

b) Expansion of Products

Let us now turn to the question of expanding products φ(x1)...φ{xn^
' ΦHyi)'"ΦHyn) *n terms of normal products. We obtain the desired
expression by inverting Eq. (5.3), which we first rewrite using more
succinct notation,

eίK+™Π IΦ, Φ^τe
iK~iS) (5.6)

with the obvious identifications. Just as in the case of Wick products of
free fields, we may invert this expression to obtain

Π [</>> Φ^x = f(X)Σ(-^is<S>eiK+(S)Nlφ, φ^τe
iκ-™. (5.7)

This is the analogue of Eq. (3.1). Clearly the presence of the exponential
factors gives the expansion of φ(xι)...φ(xjφi(y1)...φ*(y,ϊ) a rather
different character from that of ψ(xί)...ψ(xm)ψ't(yί)...ψ1f(yn). Because
K ~ (S) has a simple commutator with Π [φ, φ1"] but not with N [φ, (/>*], it is
perhaps more natural to write (5.7) in the form

Πlφ, Φ^χ = f(X) Σ ( - l)
s

with the inverse relation

y = Σ ( - rf'^
s (5.9)

where

Σ Σ F(χRi> yRi> χτ) - Σ F(χ

i \j k
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F(x, y, z) = [α(α - ]fk) + βiβ - ]/π)y5

x yΐ\D~{x - z)

- ]fπ) + β(β- ]fa)y5

y yj] i r ( y - z)

R = SuY, I
V—fχ X -V V ) .P'K(R). _ JK+(R) iK~W

We shall call the N[φ, φ^X;Ύ generalized normal products, since clearly

ηX;0. (5.10)

We see that their introduction has made possible the elimination of the
awkward sandwiches between positive- and negative-frequency ex-
ponentials. To complete the short-distance analysis, we merely insert
the Taylor series expansion of N[φ, φ^T;S in Eq. (5.8).

c) Normal Product of Currents

In order to cast the above results in a form which might possibly be
generalized to a larger class of models, it will be necessary to express
Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) in a form which involves only the fields φ and φ* and
the currents Jμ and Jμ, without reference to the auxiliary free fields from
which they were constructed. In particular, we must define :expίK(X):
without reference to the separation K = K+ + K~. To accomplish this,
we define the normal product of currents

N(J(x1)...J(xJJ(yd...J(yj]

= Σ ( - i ) J 5 ^ < o | J ( χ s ^ ( 5 Λ 1 )

SKJT = X
SnT=φ

• j(χτl)... J{χTmτ) J(yτi) hyTnτ) >

with the inverse formula

J(x1)...J{xJJ(y1)...J(yJ
= Σ <o\J(χsi)...J(χsmJJ(ysi).. J(ySnJ\o>

s

rni=4 ( 5 1 2 )
• N [J(xT1)... J(xTmτ) J(yT1)... J(yTnJ] .

In the above expressions the vector indices of Jμ and Jμ have been sup-
pressed. The modifications for a product of J's and J's in some other
order are obvious. From the definitions of Section II it is easy to see that
the righthand side of (5.11) is equivalent to a Wick ordering of
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Jμi(
xi) JvJxm) J V!0Ί) Λn()O w i t h respect to

It is clear that the normal product N\_Jμi{x1)..JμJxJJVι{yγ)...JVn{yr)~\
is well defined and satisfies the requirements set forth at the beginning
of Section III. Since

K* (x) -K±{y) = \fai Kf (x')d*'μ,
y

where K^ = ocJ* + βy5Jμ and the line integral is path-independent, we
may write, for X = {xl9 x2,... xm; yl9... ym},

>'K*Σ iKϊfflfc'ή (5 13)

Hence the N[φ, φ^XtY of Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) may be defined entirely in
terms of the fields φ, φ\ Jμ and Jμ without reference to the positive- and
negative-frequency separations of free fields1.

d) Wilson Expansion of the Threefold Product.
Reformulation of the Equation of Motion

We now wish to indicate how the expansion formula (5.7) - or (5.8) -
may be combined with the expression (4.25) for the current to yield a
Wilson expansion of arbitrary products. We shall treat in detail only the
threefold product φ^(xί)φ(x2)φ(x3), but the general method should
be clear from this special example. As a by-product of the derivation we
shall obtain two alternative forms of the equation of motion.

1 The appearance of exponential factors of the type (5.13) is not something new.
Similar factors appear in Hagen's [6] definition of the Thirring model current, based on
a hypothesis of Schwinger [7]. The normal products introduced above give a mathe-
matically satisfactory definition of Hagen's formally defined operators.
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From (5.7) we may write

HXI) φ(x2) Φ(x3)

j (xl9 x2, x:

Ϊ,0

Iπiεf

ίLl_ p-i(K+(xi.)-K+(x3)) ±fΎ \ p-i(K (X!)-K-(X3)) ί^iάλ

2πιεrfc13

y"f [φ(x3) - i^tεUKM) Φ(x3)l
18^2

2πiε2

2

• IΦ&Z)~ iγπ£ιAKv{xι) Φ&i) ~ \J^{x\\ Φ(^2)])] + 0(ε).

To conform to Wilson's hypothesis, we assume in (5.14) that xt = x -
where ξt are fixed two-vectors with ξf Φ 0 (unless ξt = 0) and (^ — ξ3)

2 φ 0.
We must now find a way to rewrite the terms involving Xv(xx) φ{x3) and
Kv(x1)(/)(x2) as sums of normal products. In particular, we may use
(4.22) and (4.24) to write

f(xux2) π i ε 2

2 ^ ' (5.15)

+ | _ _ _ ! 2 £ _ ! 2 _ + l ^ p

% ^12 | / ^ ^12

where
bί2 —

From the definition of F(X), we have

f(xux2,χ3)
2

βl3
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so that, from (5.14) and (5.15),

J/π
(5.16)

π ε 1 2 ε 1 3

+ S (
2|/π

Thus, for 0 Φ 0,

(5.17,

2flfϊ]/π

The last step in (5.16) was made using the identity (derived from the
equation of motion)

γμγτ dvφ{x±) - ig{Jμ{x!) yvyτφ(x3) - Uμ

= toμv- sμvy
5) (dxφ(xχ) ~ WτM

,(5.18)

We may now substitute our result in (5.14) to obtain the Wilson expansion

( 5 1 9 )

+ cv(ε12,ε13)dvφ(xι) +
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As a final item, we use Eq. (5.16) to reformulate the equation of
motion in two ways:

j yμ dμφ(x) = gNl(φVγβφ)fφ] (x), (5.20)

1 / dβφ(x) = l i m , / f e - - J L ^ i l ^ k _ _ β . h φ
i e^° \ α - l / π ε2

12 β-γπ s2

2 ,

' I */(Xi!x2>**3) " \ πiε2

2 2πίε2

3

where

The first form is completely independent of the choice of limiting proce-
dure, and is thus perhaps the most elegant way to state the equation of
motion. The second gives the righthand side as a single, uniform limit
of a finite sum of ordinary products, and is thus suitable (in the Wilson-
Brandt scheme) for constructing a perturbative solution of the model.
Zimmermann [8] has verified, to arbitrary order in the coupling constant,
a similar equation of motion for the self-interacting (XA* coupling)
scalar field in four-dimensional space-time.
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